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HEIGHTS OF ALGEBRAIC NUMBERS

AND SZEGÖ'S THEOREM

WAYNE LAWTON1

ABSTRACT. In the present paper we derive an algorithm which yields

approximations to the height of an algebraic number. The techniques are

analytical and are motivated by prediction theoretic concepts.

Definition   1.  Let  P(z) = a z" + • • • + a.z + aQ   be a polynomial of de-

gree 72  with complex coefficients.  We define the height of P  by the formula

72

H(P)= WJ fi sup(l, |*J).
2=1

where x., ••• , x     ate the complex roots of P   and   |-|  denotes usual abso-

lute value.

Definition 2. Let x be an algebraic number over the field of rational

numbers and let P be the irreducible polynomial with integer coefficients

such that P(x) = 0.  We define the height of x to be H(P).

Remark 1.  If A   is an endomorphism of a Lie group G  and P  is the

characteristic polynomial of a matrix which represents the induced linear map

by A   on the tangent space to G  at the identity, then  logH(P) is the entropy

of A  as defined in [2, Corollary 16].

Remark 2.   Our definition of height for an algebraic number is equivalent

to the definition given in [7, Chapter 3].  Heights of algebraic numbers are

important in diophantine geometry, particularly in the statement and proof of

the celebrated Thue-Siegel-Roth theorem [7, Theorem 1, p. 93].

For any polynomial P   as in Definition 1, we describe the construction

of a decreasing sequence (h,) of positive real numbers such that lim,     h.

= (H(P))  . Each term of the sequence will be expressed as the quotient of

two positive real numbers, each of which are sums of product combinations

of the coefficients of the given polynomial.  Thus, in order to approximate the
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height of a polynomial, we do not utilize specific knowledge about the roots

of the polynomial.

Let P(z) = anzn + an_^zn~    + ... + a^z + aQ   be as in Definition 1.  For

any integer k  define cp\k) by the formula

I a ä     7 + a     ,ä     '.    ' + • • • + a, , ,07 + a/aZ if 0 < k < n,
72    77— k             77—1     72—ft— 1                                 k+l      1              ft    U — —       '

V*72+ft + *n~^lan+k- 1 + -- + 5I¡7lal + ^ka0 if -«<*<<>,

0       if   k > 72    or   k < - 72.

Now, for any positive integer Z, define an I x Z matrix M, by the formula

M, = (772..) with 772.. = <p(i - j ). Finally, let g, = det(M ,) and define the se-

quence (Z>p  by the rule h[ = gl + 1/gr

Theorem 1.   The sequence (h.) is decreasing and converges to (H(P))  .

Our proof of the above statement will proceed using three lemmas. With

notation fixed as above, we introduce the Hubert space V, of all complex

valued functions / on [0, 2n\   such that fl7T\f(d)\2 \P(ei9)\2 dd < co, equipped

with the inner product

(f'à'ifTrf^)gTd)\P(eie)\2dd.
• g

Let w    = eml    £ V, m > 0, and let V, be the subspace of V  spanned by

Wj, •• • , w(], I > 1.

Lemma 1.   For every  I > 1, h, = minw£y \\wQ + w\\   .

Proof.  An elementary calculation yields  (u>s, vv ) = <p(t - s), hence g.

is the Gram determinant of \w  , ■ • ■ , w,\  and g,   j  is the Gram determinant

of \w., • • • , 2^.1.  Applying [4, Theorem 8.7.4] finishes the proof.  Clearly

(h,) is a decreasing sequence of positive numbers.

Lemma 2.   lim^Z», = exp[(l/2;r)/^log \P(eid)\ 2 dd].

Proof.   Clearly

lim    /min  |K + w\\2\ = inf 1  P" \Q(d)\ 2\P(ei6)\ 2 aV
l~oo    UeV[ J Q   227 JO

where the infimum is taken over all positive trigonometric polynomials with

leading coefficient 1 = w_.  The equality stated in the lemma is a direct

consequence of Szegö's theorem [5, pp. 189—192].

Lemma 3.  (l/277)/jf log \P(ei6)\ 2 dd = log(fZ(P))2.
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Proof.  Define the holomorphic function  ip(z) = znP(l/z)P(z) and use

Jensen's theorem [6, pp. 256-257] to evaluate (l/2n)f27Tlog\i¡Aeie)\ dQ =

Iog(fZ(P))2.  Since   \4Aei6)\ = \P(ei6)\2  we are done.

Our proof is concluded by exponentiating both sides of the equation in

Lemma 3 and then comparing with the equation in Lemma 2.  A direct conse-

quence of an inequality for Gram determinants found in [4, Theorem 8.8.1] is

an upper bound for the height of a polynomial given by

Corollary 1.  H(P) <\J\aQ\¿ + ••• + \an\2.

This upper bound strengthens the result in [7, p. 47] which states that

ZZ(P) < 2" max|a . \  when  P  is monic.

Remark 3. In [9] the question is raised as to whether the set of heights

of algebraic numbers which are not roots of unity is bounded away from 1.  It

is still open.      The smallest value known for a height above 1 is 1.17628,

corresponding to the polynomial

X10 + ¿>-X7 -x6-X4-X* + X+l.

Certain questions arising in topological dynamics have led the author to con-

jecture that the set of heights of algebraic numbers which are not roots of

unity is bounded away from 1.  Using the techniques in [8], it is possible to

show this conjecture is equivalent to  the  conjecture that no infinite dimen-

sional compact topological group admits an ergodic automorphism having fi-

nite entropy.  The set of heights of those algebraic numbers of absolute value

greater than 1 and whose conjugates have absolute value less than 1 is

bounded away from 1.  Such numbers are the Pisot-Vajayaragharan numbers

discussed in [3, Chapter 8].  Since the set of all such numbers is a closed

subset in the complex plane [3,  p. 134],  the  conjecture is true for these num-

bers.  In [l] it is proved that the height of an algebraic integer of degree  h

which is not a root of unity is greater than 1 + (52h log 6h)~   .  It would be

interesting, as a heuristic amusement, to calculate heights in specific num-

ber fields using Theorem 1 and a computer.
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